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I. Objectives
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The immediate objectives of this paper are directed at the following specific

(a) the major learning theories and their application to innovation;

(b) educational organizations and innovations - with emphasis on the

need for flexibility in execution of strategies and activities;

(c) the differences in innovation, processes and strategies that exist

in dealing with innovation directed towards changing objectives

and means;

(d) the, management of the innovation process, decision-making, planning

and.the implementation of change in the educational organization;

(e) the answer to such questions as: why change? what change? who

plans for change and how? how does one implement such changes?

with what results?

(f) definition, collection and preparation of decisions of long-range

planning based on relevant data. For example:

(i) functions of the present educational systems relation to

their objectives;

(ii) existing social needs;

(iii) alternatives for future educational objectives and systems;

(iv) existing information and possible future developments in

in6tructional techniques, organizations, etc., including

possible dhanges in teacher roles;

(g) continuation and support of innovations:

(i) the.role of staff supporting the teachers;

(ii) creation of favourable attitudes towards innovation;

(iii). diagnosis and causes'fOr failure in attempted innovations;

(iv) review mechanism and" 'controlling reforml;

(h) strategies involved in disiemination of innovation in education:

11.
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(i) written material;

(ii) new instructianal media;

(iii) teacher-training, in-service training;

(iv) information dissemination to eaucational personnel.

Definition of innOvation

Innovation is a rocess of attempting some changes in an educational

s stem. These chan es are consciousl and ur osefull geared for im rovement

of the existing system and do not necessarily entail the introduction of new

variables.

From the above definition it can be seen that innovation is a social

phenomenon; the real meaning of the term is difficult to determine or analyse.

Sometimes innovation should be considered as a goal in itself.

Is there a need for innovation? The answer would seem to be in the

affirmative because it is.one of the best methods of reaction in a changing

society.

In certain circumstances, the concept of innovation may be valuable as

a goal in itself. For example, in a change-oriented society people feel that

they are effective and leading significant lives when they are.the instruments

of change. In an educational system with a high rate of innovation, regardless

of its actual effectiveness in the environment of learning, those who plan the

work and make the decisions probably feel that their role is of importance.

In education if implementation takes place arising from the initiative of

teachers, students and'administrators, these persons will ther know that they

are making a worthy contribution.

However the need for a systematic change in the educational field should

be stressed as a change of objective of such a field, but this is difficult to

ascertain as education and society are interlinked. Human societies, just

because they are societies of human beings, are always subject to change. These

dhanges are the natural consequences of the continuous challenge between the

ideal man and the reality in which he lives. The challenges which we, as human

beings, experience in our society, are changing continuously. Our opinions

and ideals therefore change simultaneously thus creating a more dynamic society.

The changes in technical societies are so radical and draw attention to the wide

gap existing between ideals and opinions regarding the achievement goal of edu-

cation and what is achieved in practice. Only a systematically and scientifically

well-thought-out approach to the problem of large-scale educational change can

provide those educational changes that truly respond to a changing society. In

reviewing the history of education and innovation there are found to be three

Phases of influerce:

5
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(1) the individual activities of the innovator;

(2) co-operation of those with synonymous ideas on innovation;

(3) the development of post-war movement for innovation in education

as an art and science of teaching, which are a social necessity

evolving into a systematic approach to educational change.

There is an imperative need for more insight into the process of inno-

vation for improvement of its management,.

If applied and basic scientific research are to contribute to the manage-

ment of innovation, based not only on general experience but on data provided

by empirical research, then the separate research projects in the innovation

process should be so organized that they contribute to the further development

of educational innovation theory.

The function of such theory and its development is to improve our under-

standing of the problems of systematic change. Due to the improvement in the

management of innovation, the resultant nature and extent of the needed changes

in the various educational systems should no longer be left to casual initiatives

of separate groups and individuals. A theory of educational change should, there-

fore, combine the knowledge of the methodology by which the results of tested

innovative activities can be disseminated in the wider circle of an educational

system. This requires not only an insight into the process of changes, but also

research into the methods of transmission and their translation into educational

realm.

No doubt there is universal agreement over the need for changes and

improvements in the educational systems of most countries. There are few built-in

mechanisms in which education and society are interrelated. Embarking on innova-

tion, therefore, one builds upon very vague assumptions on the need for change.

As yet, there are no organizations to carry out a critical evaluation function for

elementary and secondary schools or higher education. As a result of this, there

are seldom any bases upon which to establish change.

This lack of contact with outside organizations to provide bases for change

applies also to school relationships as well as other segments of society, such as

the home, the government, industry, business, and other institutions. The needs

of the environments for change in learning attitudes and proficiencies are often

very vaguely expressed making it very difficult to use them as a basis for continuous

revision and modification of the curriculum. Research and information channels

should, therefore, be established between the different groups involved, so that

the most urgent needs for change will influence the planning and creation of

innovation.
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III. Direction for innovation

There are many divergencies in the organization of educational systems in
different countries Which makes it.difficult to find one single theory for struc-
turing the innovation process.to fit all educational aystems. For example, a
society with a centralized educational system is radically different from a
decentralized one.

(i) Entry points for innovation in the educational s stem

There might still be some traditional and conservative systeMs that resist
almost any type of innovation, presenting special problems for the inriovators.
In the international context two strategies must help to open up these closed
systems:

(a) the use of an international organization such as Unesco, IIEP, OECD,
IBRD, as a sponsoring agency which should be responsible for analysing
possible policies and strategies;

(b) such an international organization could invite a country to sponsor
educational innovative experiments which might be acceptable for
international prestige reasons, but once adopted, it could become a
stepping stone for new ideas;

(c) in some systems, e.g. a university student in rebellion against ...
the.system achieved rapid changes in the universities.

In general, there should be order or stages for development of an innova-
tive system. Thus, early conservative systems might lend to the establishment of
experimental schools; these should be carefully controlled, and, at least in the
view of the authority, conforming with the rest of the system.

Another point of entry into a conservative system might be the importation
of a change agent such as a consultant or an innovative specialist. This would be

particularly useful for a small system or single school district. The idea has
been tried out in industry and a well known senior member of the personnel assigned
to this duty was found to be the most successful. It is also important that this
assignment neither carries nor is subject to authority. The occupant must depend

on persuasion rather than givihrorders. He then assists the constituted authori-
ties of the school in making dhanges, giving advice, teaching them the processes
when they need it. -

A second approach would be to search for weaknesses in the system and
innovate at these points. Any educational system is bound to suffer from some
weaknesses, the realization of which implies a readiness for ohange andp'therefore,
constitutes an appropriate.place for the introductidn bf innovation.
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On the national level, innovations in the educational field snould be

developed through centres or national boards. The rolfs of such a centre would

be to stimulate educational innovations by:.

(a) acting as a national clearing house for all innovations, plans and

projects undertaken anywhere in that country or other countries;

(b) by giving the Minister of Education advice in regard to allowing

experiments to be made, and, also, by proposing new directions;

(c) by planning study and research assignments.

(ii) Characteristics of innovative systems

It seems to be relevant here to mention some points in relation to inno-

vation. It is by no means a complete list but shows some of the characteristics

of innovative systems.

(1) Any innovative educational system should include two-way communication

between the planner and the manager. In other words, there should be

the shortest possible social distance between them.

(2) All relevant groups should be geared into the innovation. Relevant

groups of those who would be affected by the innovation. Geared-in,

meaning that they should have a chance to plan and control the process

of the innovation. Such groups would include the administrators,

staff, specialists, teachers, students and often parents and other

interested groups in the community.

(3) There should be provision for information in-put into the school

system from a variety of sources, from research and development units,

from teachers' associations, from the student groups, from publications,

through attendances at conferences, through service on committees, etc

(4) Conflicts appearing within the school should be used as an indication

that change or innovation is needed. Thus conflicts would be welcomed

and should not be denied, covered over, nor should they be resolved by

regulation.

(5) Rewards should be provided for innovators. Teachers, students, or ad-

ministrators who contribute new ideas accepted and utilized by the

authorities, should be duly recognized for this and given facilities

for carrying it out.

(6) Provision should be made for the continuous re-examination of goals

at specific intervals. In some Cases this could be a continuous or

rolling reform, perhaps in the'area of curriculum. Other areas of the

school such as the authority pattern, the promotion pattern, the rela-

tionship between the teacher and the students, etc., should be reviewed

and questioned at regular.irytervals.
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(7) There should be flexibility of roles within the system; the mark

of the rigid bureaucracy is that people are trapped within rigidly

defined roles, carefully prescribed duties, relationships and

privileges. The mark of the innovative system was held to be one

in which people played multiple but flexible roles. Flexibility

was thought to be achieved by giving the rank to the person rather

than to the position, so that the person who moved around the system

would be neither low privileged nor salaried. He might move from

teaching to administration to research and back but would always

carry with him the improvementi he had made. It was also felt that

the role system should make provision for removing administrators too

long in office.

(8) The system should be self-renewing. This is really implied in the

idea of continuous re-exaninatton and in tho flexibility of the system

itself.

(9) The system should contain experimental and free schools and programmes

as well as research and development units.

(iii) A E_aLrosetimodelapproach.ortkessofinnovationineducation

It ihoUld be,quited that a.theoW4C-ihe innovation process in educat:I.on

does not exist. Some general. steps or pri.siciples could be identified. From a

more practical point of view it is of value to propose a working mod.,31 to serve

as a check-list for innovators built on'a theory-underlying process.. The proposed

model presented here is probably inspired by a more systematic and logical point

of view. This proposed model takes for granted that it is possible to identify

steps and, plan the process.

If the innovation is tested as a .purely creative one, through its various

steps, it will probably be diffibult to accept the systematic and logical approach

since the latter does not necessarily include the creative element. However, the

planned process should have as a major objective possibilities for creation through ,

out innovation.

The propossu ne...14al (see Figure 1), 4s based on a time dimension from planning

to dissemination. Through the whole process there are other context factors which

may play a part at each stage.

Planning includes such aspects as governing of relevant data, creation and

initiation. In.pome countries, before the,planning can begin a political decision

will have to be made.

The construction includes design and.selection ot material and development

of all relevant ideas. The experimental setting may be an informal or formal

research pilot study as an initial trial.
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The evaluation requires a systematic design with the basis for the necessary

revision that will influence subsequent planning, construction, experiment, and

evaluation. The dissemination phase is the last step, if the innovation is to be

successfully developed.

Also in Figure 1 the context factors are dimensions that will influence

the whole process. Teachers, planners and research workers should be trained and
teaching/training programmes should reflect resultant improvement and changes.

The management of the process can be seen as the management of inter-action

between the context factors and the five steps of the process. Learning psychologists

suggest that learning proceeds by selective reinforcements of behaviours or disposi-

tions seldom present in the learner. The, following three major learning theories

contribute to the process of planning of innovation in education.

- the Stimulus-Response Theory (S-R)

- the Cognitive Theory
- the Personality Theory

It is possible to propose a number of principles that have all along been

prominent in S-R theory, a second set suggested by cognitive theory, and a third

set coming from the study of pe zsonality. These principles are believed to be in

large part acceptable to all parties and the affiliation with one or another source

is a matter of emphasis rather than of controversy.

A. Principles emphasized within S-R theory

(i) The learner should be active, rather than a passive listener or viewer.

The S-R theory emphasizes the significance of the learner's responses,

and 'learning by doing' is still an acceptable slogan.

(ii) Frequensy of repetition is still important in acquiring skill, and in

bringing enough over-learning to guarantee retention. One does not

learn to type, or play the piano, or to speak a foreign language,
without some repetitive practice.

(iii) Reinforcement is important; that is, repetition should be under arrange-
ments in which correct responses are rewarded. While there are some

lingering questions over details, it is generally found that positive

reinforcements (rewards) are to be preferred to negative reinforcements

(punishments).

(iv) Generalization and discrimination suggest the importance of practic a in

varied contexts, so that learning will become (or remain) appropriate to

a wider (or more restricted) range of stimuli.

(v) Conflicts attendant upon generalization'and discrimination have conse-
quences that may be unintended by the person attempting to manage the

learning. Many of these consequences are of the kind that interest

students of psychopathology.

r. &'*
3' -
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(vi ) Drive conditions are important in learning, but all personal-social

motives do not conform to the drive interpretations of Hull and

Spence. Anxiety appears to act as a drive should, but achievement

motivation apparently does not .

B. Principles emphasized within cognitive theory

(i) A learning problem should be so structured and presented that the

essential relationships 'are open to the inspection of' the learner. .

Thus perceptual aspects of the problem (figure-ground relations,

directional signs, 'what-leads-to-what') represent important

features.

(ii) The direction from simple to complex is not from arbitrary, meaningles.s

parts to meaningful wholes, but instead from simplified wholes to more

complex wholes . This suggests that we need to study the psychological

organization of knowledge, arid should not deal mechanically with the

part-whole problem.

(iii) Learning with understanding is more permanent and more transferable

than rote learning or .learning by formula. This generalization

gives point to the similar emphasis within S-R theory on meaningfulness

as a factor making for ease of acquisition and. recall.

(iv) Cognitive feedback establishes probabilities and (in some cases at

least) is an appropriate explanation of effective reinforcement'.

The corresponding S-R principle is that of knowledge of results.

The notion is that the learner tries something provisionally, and

confirm his attempt by its consequences .

(v) Goal-setting by the learner is important as motivation for learning,

and his successes and failures are determiners of how he sets his

future goals . The attempt to reduce cognitive dissonance leads to

many kinds of maneuvers after the results are in.

It will be noted that this list from the cognitive position is somewhat

harder to specify than that from S-R theory, and the points, while plausible,

lack systematic proof. It should be noticed that this lack of working out of

cognitive learning theory does not mean that the theory has nothing to offer.

C. Principles from personalitkr theory'

. .

Whenever: one ..considers the :arts.;:or.practice . it, is not, possible, to preserve

the .neat compartments.' of....knowledge.,.permitted ..the :investigator f. in- the. laboratory.

Some of: the following...Principles; littie:.emphasized within .the .psychblogy of

learning,: are important...background- fictors :for school learning'.

- - _
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(i) The learner's abilities are.important, and provisions have to be

made for the slower and more rapid learners.

(ii) Some abilities are a matter of physiological and social development

and knowledge*of development should be related to the demands made

on the learner. Some such knawledge may turn out to be very impor-

tant, e.g., in the teaching of reading and spelling.

(iii) Personality is a social product. Hence it is important to be aware

of the culture and sub-culture as they are relevant to what and how

the learner can learn.

(iv) Anxiety levek, especially the 'test anxiety' of Mandler and Sarason

appears important in determining the beneficial (or detrimental)

influence of praise and blame. The generalization appears justified

that with some kinds of tasks high-anxious learners perform better if

not reminded as to how well (or poorly) they are dcdng, while low-

anxious learners do better if they are interrupted with comaents on

their progress.

(v) The same objective situation may tap appropriate motives of one .

learner and not of another. The contrast, for example, between

those high in adhievement motivation and those high in affiliation

motivation has been reported to be of great importance.

(vi) The organization of motives and values in the individual is relevant.

Some long-range goals affect short-range activities. For example,

college students of equal,,ability 'may do better in courses perceivel

as relative to their majors.than in those perceived as irrelevant.

(vii) The group atmosphere of learning (competition vs. co-operation,

authoritarianism vs. democracy., individual isolation vs. group

identification) will affect satisfaction in learning as well as the

products of learning.

From the above points and with general considerations in the background,

some proposals for a rapprochement between the psychology of learning and educa-

tional practices should be made.

(a) A taxonomy of learning as it applies to the classroom would prove

useful in any planning for innovation in education. If the task !ere

better known it would be easier to know how to achieve it. For

example, consideration should:be given to questions=such as these:

What kinds of.teaching can best be.done through technological inno-

vations? Vault is the most effective contribution of the classroom

teacher? Of the specialist?' What unique.services have the library,

the laboratory, the studio, lale shop, the field trip? How.do 'we

teach curiosity, reSearch, initiative, inventiveness?. A start has

been made in the area of taxonomy of educational objectives. A taxo-

nomy of processes to be interwoven with such a list is needed.

"13
_
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(b) Beyond research on principles of learning it is of great importance

to bridge the gap between theory and practice (that is, on what has

come to be known as developmental research) and to research at the

point of application (what is referred to as operational and evalua

tive). In some sense there iF a need for a revival, with a sounder

research base, of what is called the psychology of special school

subjects and the psychology of innovation and educational planning.

te) Educational research is a problem in applied social psychology as

well as a problem in the psychology of learning and innovation and

innovation and educational planning. Before implementing scienti-

fically based educational changes, their outline and proposals should

first be approved by the prospective consumers. Among the consumers

of these changes are not only the learner, but the teachers, adminis-

trative officers, ministries of education and parents. Hence effective

educational research for innovation and planning requires a strategy

of participation and decision-making so that proven results will become

a part of practice. This is a more difficult point than it appears at

first, but it must be considered early in the design of any kind of ex-

perimentation in planning for innovation, that islikely to lead to

changes in facilities or practices. The two main points to be seen

here are (i) to involve the teacher in such research as a responsible

member of a research team, and (ii) to involve representatives of the

planning offices and community early enough so that they are committed

to make the changes dictated by the results of such research.

In these terms, the educational system might be reviewed as a learning

organism for certain purposes.

Returning to the model in Figure 1, the 5-phases from planning to dissemi-

nation blend themselves to this point. The sequence of learning stages proposed

by the S-R Theory, particularly by Skinner, suggest the following: The first

phase in which the immediate learning task is defined, is by identification of the

behavioral objectives. The second phase is the determination of the enabling ob-

jectives for achievement of these tasks, i.e. what is the learner able to perform?

The third phase is the actual performance by the learner. The fourth phase is the

evaluation !if the performance sent back to the learner (feedback). The fifth and

final phase is where the learning process is completed and becomes 'part of the

learner experience.

Looking back to the proposed model, Figure 1, the following are covered

(1) Initiation and designing of the plan;
(2) construction and development of the plan (de

(3) trial and experiment;
(4) evaluation and revision;
(5) dissemination and diffusion.
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Even granted that this proposed model is a promised one, how far can it

be carried out? What hypotheses does it suggest? Analyses can open up at least

one or two further lines of enquiry.

The first amd most obvious implication to be drawn, is that the innovator,

like the teacher, needs to have a clear idea of what he is trying to accomplish.

If his aims are obscure, the whole exercise is likely to be inadequate. Secondly

innovation, like learning, must begin at a point where desired tendencies have

already begun to manifest themselves. Just as, for example, a child cannot learn

to count before he is capable at least of distinguishing one from another the

different numerical characterizations, so an educational system cannot adapt

itself to, say, a new method of teaching science, unless there is at least some

current dissatisfaction with the old teaching methodology to the concept of modi-

fication or change. Innovation takes root by encouragement and reinforcement of

what is already inherent in the educational system.

Some further impaications suggested by this parallel between innovation

amd the learning theory mentioned above especially concern variables such as

active involvement, motivation, generalization, discrimination, perception,

learner's ability, frequency, goal-setting, feedback, and the need to cater for

individual differences. .For inncraadon.to succeed, it must directly involve the

educational .40PMI,to,beModified or:.changed;..Merely to Set up a demonstration

nodel ahd tothOpeit will be generally ithitated is to court* much of the same

disappointment as a teacher who merely portrays a technique without giving hi
students the opportunity of practical learning.. Practical engagement in the

process of innovation is quite a different matter from the theoretical acceptance

of it. Even this theoretical acceptance cannot, be taken for granted - the nerl.d

for simulation and motivation is equally important. An educational system cannot

reasonably .be expected to undertake changes simply for the sake of change; there

must be some intrinsic or extrinsic value manifested atthe outset .of the motiva-

tion process. Furthermore, educational systems are no.more to be identified one

with another than are learners; an inimmational strategy that succeeds with one

system may not be applicable to another on account.of the relevant basic dif-

ferences within'each system. .

Before discussion of the management aspect of.the innoVation process, a

profound analysis of the model is required. Figure 2 shows the propoied model

in further detail taking.the above developments into account.

Figure 2 shows the model constructed in three dimensions. Dimension A

suggests major:sub-categOries or.,operantswithin the operating..educational system

which.might, in one fashion Or another, toe altered to improve the efficiency,

effectivenest or.relevance:ofcurrent Practide.. Another important.point here is

thaA;:these.subcategorieS- inatructionalsyStemteaChers, Meaning professional

roles, management structure -:fat the.individU41'sChOol orAnstitution.level, finance

and administration and political:frameworkareof'coursei.in thesame domain

and related more or less closely.to One:another,.and-shOuld-not be.seen as separate

variables as might otherwise'be implied in the model.
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Figure 2. A model for management of innovation in eduCation
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Dimension B suggests a way of viewing sub-categories in the diagram

of the change process. It should be noted.that the policy choice of sub-goal

is one of the most important variables. It is the strategy which provided the

frame for the discussion and also an attempt to formulate the questions sur-

rounding the basis for decision-making, which precedes commencement of work

on an innovation.

Dimension C presents some suggested sub-categories which identify:

(1) the sources of information or data relevant to management at all

stages of the innovation process;

(2) the kind of manpower required to carry out the functions of the

innovation process;

()) the source of knowledge of all those variables that might be

important for the practice and improvement of education; and

(4) the activities of research and development.

Soctety is seen here as a supra-system of the educational system, e.g.,

manpower needs, and is thus necessarily an important source of input data. It

should also be mentioned that individuals are variables of these systems. They

may be important participants as subjects in research, development and field-

tested activities. Both variable groups provide major forus of reference to

developing future alternatives which will guide policy choice for the innovation

process. Finally, the personnel administering and operating the educational

systems are important variables of information and data about present professional

needs, requirements and capabilities. They are also vitally important participants I

in the development, testing and evaluation.

IV. Operation of the model

Each cube of the model can be examined in terms of the degree to which,

social, individual, professional or scientific data inputs are relevant to policy

formulation, decision-making, or actual performance of the separate step in the

innovative process. For example, with regard to policy choice on the content

of an instructional system, it would be possible to say that at general levels of

sub-goals, analysis relative to alternative presents and futures, individual and.

social groups would show much higher degrees of appr6priate involvement than

research scientists or professionals. In the design construction the trial of

proposed systems achieve identified objectives and research scientists play a

predominant role along with educational professionals, bui groups play relatively

small parts. This example, howelier, is illustrative only, not .definitive. Before

such conceptions become accurate and therefore, useful gutdes*, careful thought

needs to be directed to:
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(i) the requirements of analysis in each instance; and

(ii) the particular capabilities of offering information from several

sources of the data input before firm fixtures or appropriate

involvement emerge. Further examination of the model suggests

that the level of participation indicated for each research

sCientist, individual and professionals in each cube depend upon

a variety of highly situational variables, including the specific

proposal or need, the nation or state, the state of the art with

reference to the proposal, etc., refer back to innovation suggestion.

The model appears to be neutral in respect to a number of issues which

should be continuously evaluated. It suggests a framework for deliberation,

however, and a check-list which may enable us to anticipate problems . Develop-

ment of the capabilities is important in anticipating potential trouble spots

which: (i) might otherwise have led us to reject the effort in the first place,

or (ii) compromise its success.

V. The management of the process

The major, variables of the management of the innovation processes are as

follows:

(0 Policy decision

Before the planning of specific innovations begins, policy decision has

generally been established, at a high level, usually by the MinistrT of Education.

In fact, it is probably highly desirable that an official mandate for change

precedes any action. The aim, of all countries should be to establish something

like the strategy of innovation.which exists. in Sweden and Which is described as

(a) clear political decision cn the goals of. the educational system and the ob-

jectives to be .achleved in each type of school; (b) the refinement of. those

general goals and objectiVes into a working' curriculum and study plan for each

type of ,school;(c). a programme . of in-service training for teachers to assist in

the introduction of new curricula and teaching methods; (d) a programme for

research and development to Support the pOliáies of reform an&innovation; (e) a

system of continual revision by which the curriculum,and study plan for .each tYPe

of school is assessed in terms of its own 'objectives.

(ii) Pfanning
.::'

Further it.is necessary to establish clear:prinCipleS for the kind of

planning that should piecede and, influende theTpOliCi.decisiona. There are two

Possibilities to be described in detail:here.. ..One. Concerns the nature of planning

itself and some ,of the yariables involved is.,an_eXtension of the discussion

of Figure. 2 piiirision. A The- other 'COncethi te'iiiethod. Of .CO=ordinating planning
procedures through an' independent rplSrining'bodY.
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The nature of planning itself. There are three steps in long-term

planning: (1) alternative future must be specified; (2) adequate information
must be collected on the functioning of the society; (3) development of technique:

or change.

In order to examine a working model of this process, one should postulate

a future in which educational systems and its peers within the framework of the

super system will have two main aims - to maximize individual potentialities,

and to develop competence to justify the individual's position.

In considering methodologies for change, five variables may be considered:

(1) political framework;
(2) finance and administration;
(3) institutional management structure;
(4) instructional systems;
(5) teadhers.

In each area, the source of innovation should be determined, and so should

mechanism for securing the adaptation of these innovations. Consideration should

be given to each area in turn, and the planner should propose its objectives,
bearing in mind the-two main aims set out in the preceding paragraph. This will

necessarily be-somewhat sketchy in its development, but will establish a frame-

work within which to implement such innovation.

(1) Political framework

(i) Establish community advisory and evaluative system.

(ii) Improve two-way communications flow between educational system
and society at local, regional and national level.

(iii) Improve and rationalize the decision-making network.

(iv) Establish over-all and national planning systems to allow
national and international co-ordination of effort and resources.

(2) Finance and administratiOn

(i) Ensure professional staffing competence management at all levels.

(ii) revise rationale and wherever necessary, give differential
resources, location, procedures between different institutions

and different age sectors.

(iii ) Allocate adequate research and development funds to design,
evaluate .and implement innovations in systems, teacher training

and management.

.
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(iv) Design over-all management structure to operate two-way
communication flows and maximal delegation at every level.

(v) Analyse the effectiveness of the over-all structure itself
and improve it by feedback.

(3) Institutional management structure

(i) Evaluate the performance of institutions and sub-departments
in terms of productivity - value added between inputs and
outputs.

(ii) Improve information systems and feedback under No. 1.

(iii) Incorporate the following as participants in decision-making
of over-all goals and instructional patterns adopted; teachers,
students, parents, employers, communities.

(4) Instructional systems

Design the systems to reflect the shift of emphasis from
teaching to learning, and from competition to co-operation.
(See Figure 3).

(ii) Relate over-all costs clearly to general education, social and
economic requirements.

(iii) Optimize the use of human and physical resources within the out-
side institution itself.

(iv) Provide the widest feasible dhoice of learning units, amd alter-
native routes through the system.

(v) Specify objectives and minimum performance levels for each
learning unit.

(vi) Provide individual choice of routes and back-up guiding system.

(vii) Aim to adhieve sutcess by at least 90 per cent of performers
within eadh learning unit with time at variable.

(viii) Achieve the desired balance between individual and co-operative
activities.

(5) The teacher

(i) Ensure that theteacher/training institution._eXerts an innovative
influence on in-seryice and pre-service:training,.

-
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(ii) Reflect the desired models of teaching/learning process, .

teaching moving to learning, school moving from closed to

open, in the training techniques themselves.

(iii) Train teachers to implement desired models.

(iv) Train all teachers to become aware of innovative models and

to be open to, evaluate and decide on innovations,

(v) Analyse and provide training for different roles, e.g.:

- learning system analyst;

- learning system designer;

.- evaluator/tester;
- guidance/counsellor;
- diagnostician/manager of learning;

- presenter/tutor/administrator/manager of institution or

sub-department; "

- various suptortive roles.

(vi) Encourage and reward teachers who successfUlly innovate or

implement.,

(vii) Analyse and re-shape teadher values in relation to Nos. 4 and 5.

In conclusion, the second possibility - the kind of planning necessary for

innovation - will depend largely on the state of the development within the

country. But the question of perspectives is of universal importance as thereby

planning is set within a .framework of short-term and long-term objectives and

clearly relates all the elements, whether short or long-range, to each other.

Planning iS,.therefore, seen in the context where the best possible information

is available during the pre-planning stage as well.as make the educational

planners ware of all pressures for change by contact with the relevant interested

groups.
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